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Abstract. Results from three-dimensional modeling of plasma edge transport and plasma wall interac-
tion during application of resonant magnetic perturbation for ELM control at ITER are presented. We
show a systematic assessment of the impact of RMP application on the divertor fluxes and the plasma
edge structure for the ITER standard H-mode scenario. Two perturbation field amplitudes at full and
half of the ITER RMP coil current capability are applied in vacuum approximation. The results are
compared to a case including plasma response from non-linear MHD modeling and a case at high q95.
A strong reduction of the thermal confinement is found with vacuum RMP fields applied. The divertor
fluxes are redirected into a complex, three-dimensional pattern of helical magnetic fingers. These fingers
stretch out as far as 60cm across the divertor targets yielding a spreading of the heat and particle fluxes
with reduced peak heat loads. Opening of the magnetic field lines from inside of the separatrix establishes
scrape-off layer like channels of direct parallel flow towards the target plates. This results in a strong
convective outflow of particles and energy. The sensitivity of the impact of the RMP fields on the level
of plasma response, of the RMP amplitude and q95 is investigated.

1. Introduction and modeling assumptions

Application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) is one option for suppression of
large type-I edge localized modes (ELMs) at ITER [1]. During ELM suppression at DIII-
D [2, 3] redistribution of the plasma wall fluxes into a three-dimensional pattern was
shown [4] and observed reliably during RMP application on several other devices as well
[5, 6, 7]. The separatrix is decomposed due to the radial perturbation field into a set of sta-
ble and unstable manifolds which form a complex three-dimensional mesh at the X-point
[8, 9]. This yields formation of helical magnetic fingers structures which form a helical, 3D
magnetic footprint pattern (see [10] for details of the vacuum magnetic topology at ITER).

Therefore, one key question of RMP application at ITER is is the 3D wall fluxes and
the resulting plasma wall interaction deviates from the axisymmetric treatment used for
the divertor design [11]. This in fact represents a significant challenge, as several basic
assumptions for the 3D transport modeling required are yet unclear even for present de-
vices. This involves on the one hand the response of the ITER plasma as highly conductive
media to the external RMP fields and on the other hand the particular transport model
used in the high temperature plasma at very low collisionality. Hence, appropriate MHD
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and transport models have to be established. We approach starting this development
path using existing tools. For transport modeling, the EMC3-Eirene [12] code is used. It
solves a set of Braginskii fluid equations (Particle, Energy and Momentum) and is itera-
tively coupled to a 3D kinetic neutral transport code EIRENE [14]. EIRENE supplies the
particle, energy and momentum sources from neutrals recycled at the divertor elements.
The code was recently adapted to 3D modeling of the plasma edge transport during RMP
ELM suppression experiments at DIII-D [15]. A benchmark for the axisymmetric situa-
tion between EMC3-EIRENE and B2-EIRENE [11] has shown satisfactory agreement [16].

We consider the plasma equilibrium of the standard H-mode scenario at a plasma cur-
rent IP = 15MA with a toroidal field of BT = 5.3T . The equilibrium used is a marginally
MHD stable solution as a representative case just before ELMs are destabilized [17]. A
toroidal mode number n=3 harmonic RMP field was applied at highest coil current pos-
sible of IC = 90kAt and at IC = 45kAt. The phasing between the n = 3 harmonic fields
of all three rows was optimized for maximum radial extension of the vacuum magnetic
island overlap [10]. This topology is compared with a solution without RMP field and
including a screening plasma response. A solution of the non-linear, cylindrical MHD
code RMHD [13] was implemented. This results in a fully screened RMP amplitude for
ΨN < 0.96 in normalized poloidal flux ΨN and vacuum like penetration outside. The
radial extension of the stochastic magnetic field line domain is reduced from 30 − 35%
in vacuum to a few percent with screening [18]. The impact of higher q95 on the mod-
eling result was assessed using an equilibrium case during plasma ramp up where q95 = 4.5.

The divertor regime addressed is a fully attached, low recycling divertor at medium
density of nISB = 5.0 × 1019m−3 at the inner simulation boundary. Results of variation
of the target recycling flux and radiation losses are presented.The radiation losses were
addressed using a corona equilibrium model for the radiated power [16] where the radiated
power Prad = Cimp·R·n2. Here, R is the cooling rate from the corona model and Cimp is the
impurity density. The input power to the modeling domain is in all cases PSOL = 100MW
and radial transport is described by radially constant perpendicular diffusion coefficients
for particles D⊥ = 0.4m2/s and heat χ⊥ = 1.2m2/s. The core particle source QC was
varied in this study QC = 2.25− 3.75× 1022/s which is higher then the core-NBI fueling
(2.0× 1020 at/s) but at 40% of the pellet fueling capabilities (1.0× 1023 at/s).

2. Plasma edge structure and thermal transport

In figure, 1 an overview on the plasma edge structure for the five representative cases stud-
ied is shown. The electron temperature fields Te(R,Z) at the toroidal position φ = 0 deg
are depicted. All RMP case clearly show formation of a 3D plasma boundary seen as
high temperature finger structures at the X-point. They reach out to the divertor target
and hit those in some cases far away from the unperturbed strike point location. Here,
these fingers intersect the divertor target in a helical pattern resulting in 3D divertor
loads outside the typical power decay length on the divertor tiles of λp ≈ 5−10cm for the
15MA, QDT = 10 standard H-mode scenario. When plasma screening is included, the
radial reach out of the fingers is reduced and the outer lobes do not touch the divertor
anymore. The same is observed at reduced current and with high q95. Here, a dense mesh
of high temperature fingers is formed which do not touch the wall elements.

This survey shows a strong difference in the impact of the RMP field on the thermal
confinement. Comparing the case without RMP field applied (figure 1,a) and with vacuum
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RMP (figure 1,b) shows a collapse of the thermal confinement. A reduction is seen for
Te = 4keV → 1.8keV at the ISB. This is a consequence of the strong perturbation with a
wide extension of the open field line domain into the plasma [10]. The high parallel heat
transport is redirected along the open, perturbed field lines towards the wall.
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FIG. 1: Comparison of electron temperature fields Te(R,Z) for the five ITER scenarios:
(a) no RMP case, (b) vacuum RMP field at highest coil current IC = 90kAt, (c) solution
including plasma screening response from non-linear MHD modeling, (d) vacuum case at
IC = 45kAt and (e) solution for plasma scenario with high q95 = 4.5 with IC = 90kAt.

This strong drop of the thermal confinement, however, is not present on this level in
the experiment [19]. One potential reason is a plasma response reducing the resonant
amplitudes in the plasma - called screening response. Te(R,Z) for this situation is shown
in figure 1,c. The strong degradation of the thermal confinement is not present anymore
but we see a reduction of Te at the separatrix by ∆Te ≈ 20%. This is on the level as
observed at DIII-D as discussed in [19, 21]. Reducing the coil current as well yields a
reduced temperature loss (figure d) because the extension of the stochastic layer domain
of open field lines is reduced from ∆ΨN ≈ 35% at IC = 90kAt to ∆ΨN ≈ 15% at
IC = 45kAt [10]. When increasing q95 (figure e), the radial extension of the perturbed
open field line domain is limited to ∆ΨN ≈ 15% as well. In addition, the magnetic
fingers at the X-point form a dense mesh with less radial reach out. In consequence, the
magnetic connection length in the open field line layer increases and in turn the level of
direct parallel energy loss to the target drops. The reduction in Te is about 20%, i.e.
Te(ISB) = 4.0keV → 3.2keV for the cases with reduced RMP amplitude and high q95.

3. Three-dimensional divertor heat and particle fluxes

In figure 2 the heat flux distribution at the OSP is shown in the upper row and the particle
flux distribution in the lower row. The no-RMP case is depicted in the left column, the
vacuum RMP solution in the middle and the screened RMP solution on the right. All
flux patterns are analyzed at the outer strike point (OSP) with y-axis as distance from
the unperturbed strike point and the toroidal angle φ as x-axis. In general, formation of
a 3D helical pattern is seen in the heat and particle fluxes when the RMP field is applied.
However, in the experiment a weak heat inflow into the lobes reaching far away from the
unperturbed SP is observed [4, 5]. This is not seen in the vacuum solution but an even
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FIG.2: Divertor heat (upper row) and particle (lower row) flux densities for an axisymmet-
ric solution (figures a and d), a solution with RMP field at maximum current amplitude
of 90kAt (figure b and e) and a solution with strong plasma screening (figure c and f)

filling of all lobes with a radial decay of the heat fluxes along the helical fingers is seen.

Including plasma response yields concentration of the heat and particle fluxes close
to the unperturbed strike line as shown in 2, c and f. This is in the direction of the
experimental trend as discussed in [21]. In figure 3 profiles for heat (left side) and particle
flux (right) side are shown taken as poloidal cut at toroidal angle φ = 0deg. We see a
reduction of the peak heat loads from q̂ = 24MWm−2 without RMP to q̂ = 10MWm−2.
The heat deposition decays exponential for the axisymmetric case while localized heat
flux peaks exceeding the local no RMP value are predicted with RMP fields applied.
This reduction of the peak heat fluxes due to spreading on larger surfaces in the helical
magnetic footprint pattern is a beneficial finding of RMP application. When plasma
screening response is included the heat flux spreading is reduced and the peak heat flux
q̂ = 17MWm−2 is in between the no RMP and vacuum RMP solution.
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FIG. 3: Profiles of heat (figure a) and particle (figure b) flux densities at toroidal angle of
20 degree. Profile of an axisymmetric solution, one solution with vacuum RMP field at
90 kAt and one solution with screened RMP field is shown.

A similarly strong striation is seen in the particle flux pattern as well as seen in the
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lower row of figure 2. The level of particle flux does not exceed the exponentially decaying
level without RMP field (blue profile in figure 3, b). The divertor recycling flux will be
elaborated in more detail in section 4..

Figure 4 shows the heat flux patterns for (a) the case with vacuum field from IC =
45kAt, (b) the vacuum case at IC = 90kAt, (c) the situation at high q95 during plasma
ramp up and (d) the screening case. For the vacuum RMP case at IC = 90kAt, a reduction
of the peak heat flux to q̂ = 10MWm−2 with a spreading as far out as 60cm along the wall
is seen. For all other three cases, the radial reach out of the helical fingers is restricted
to a distance < 30cm from the OSP. Peak heat fluxes of q̂ = 17MWm−2 (screened case),
q̂ = 21MWm−2 (vacuum case at IC = 45kAt) and q̂ = 19MWm−2 (high q95 case) are
calculated. In general, this shows that heat flux spreading with reduced peak heat loads
occurs during RMP application for all cases studied.
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FIG. 4: Heat flux distribution at the outer strike point for the scenarios studied.

4. Particle balance with RMP fields and sensitivity of the divertor heat flux

In ELM suppression experiments in low collisionality plasmas at DIII-D, typically a re-
duction of the plasma density - called density pump out - is seen [3, 19]. The modeling
study presented here shows a comparable effect. For the first sequence presented so far,
constant nISB = 5.0×1019m−3 was used as boundary condition. Therefore, no visual drop
in the plasma density was obtained but the pump out effect was identified in an increase
in the particle source level required to obtain the same nISB. Table 1 gives an overview
of the integral target particle fluxes

∫
Γ, the integral target heat flux

∫
q the energy loss

due to ionization of neutrals Eio and the radiated power.

No. Scenario
∫

Γtarget[kA]
∫
qtarget[MW ] Eio[MW ] Prad[MW ] εpump

1 no-RMP 281.25 94.41 5.49 0 0.012
2 vacuum, 90 kAt 133.5 96.3 2.67 0 0.042
3 vacuum, 90 kAt 16.5 37.2 2.25 61.2 0.32
4 vacuum, 45 kAt 67.2 92.1 7.8 0 0.008
5 screening, fixed density 16.2 90.18 9.81 0 0.33
6 screening, fixed flux 281.25 95.1 5.19 0 0.012
7 vacuum RMP, high q95 132.0 93.3 6.63 0 0.041

Table 1: Overview of integral target heat qtarget and particle Γtarget flux, ionization
losses Eio, radiated power Prad and exhaust fraction ε for all cases studied.

The no RMP solution was obtained with a constant core particle source of Qc =
3600A = 2.25 × 1022particles/s. For the RMP cases, this value had to be increased to
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Qc = 5400A = 3.75× 1022particles/s to maintain density at similar target particle fluxes
Γtarget. Both core fueling levels applied are still within the fueling capabilities of ITER.
Still, Γtarget is a free parameter if constant nISB is used as boundary condition. To explore
the sensitivity of the results on this boundary condition, a screened case was converged
with a target flux taken from the value of the no RMP case.

To interpret this result, a single reservoir particle balance model [19] simplifies in case
of the stationary EMC3-Eirene (dNtot

dt
= 0) solution to Ntot

τP
= Γrec. Here, τP is the particle

confinement time and is used as measure for the level of particle pump out. The core
source particle amount QC is subtracted from the integral particle flux homogeneously
on the entire recycling surface and launched inside of ISB. This yields for the core source
QC = Γpump in stationary conditions and the ratio ε = Qc/Γtarget is the pumping fraction.
Launching the neutral particle source at the position of the ISB represents a ITER like
fueling situation only if ΨN(ISB) is not deeper then the pellet penetration depth inside
of the plasma. This is the case for the solution with screening used in the following.

A continuos drop of the integral target recycling flux is seen comparing no RMP case
(row 1), vacuum case at IC = 90kAt (row) 2 and screened case with constant nISB as
boundary condition (row 5). The reason here is the 50% increase in Qc for the two RMP
cases which compensates the density pump out and leads to a decrease in the target re-
cycling flux. We see very comparable pumping for no RMP and the high current vacuum
RMP case but a strong increase for the screened case. This shows that here the density
pump out is much less pronounced then for the vacuum RMP case. This is because of a
reduced inward extension of direct parallel flow channels from ∆ΨN ≈ 35% in vacuum to
a few percent only for the screened case [18].
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FIG. 5: Profiles of heat (left side) and particle (right side) flux densities for a case where
constant nISB is used as boundary condition (black lines) and a case where the target
particle flux is fixed to the equivalent no RMP value (colored lines).

When the target flux is used as boundary condition (row 6 for the screened case),
an almost identical situation to the no RMP solution is found. However, because of the
stochastization, the effective volume of the scrape off layer (SOL) is increased and in
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consequence τp in the edge plasma modeling domain dpors from τp = 550ms for the no
RMP case to τp = 435ms for the screened case. This translates into a 20% drop for the
particle confinement. The selection of the boundary condition has a 5% impact on the
target heat flux. The peak heat flux does not change as seen in figure 5. Here, the heat
(left side) and particle (right side) flux profiles at toroidal angle φ = −20, 20, 60 are shown
(top to bottom) for fixed density (black lines) and with fixed target flux (colored lines). A
shift of the positions of the localized heat flux peaks deeper inside into the helical fingers
is seen. This is caused by increasing divertor density. For the case with fixed target flux
the density at the OSP leg is nOSP = 8.2 × 1019m−3 while it is one order of magnitude
lower with constant nISB. This is also seen in the particle flux and pumping fractions
which are as well one order of magnitude larger/smaller between the screening case run
at fixed density (row 5 in table 1) and fixed target flux (row 6 in table 1). Hence, the
heat flux results are dependent only on the structural details on the recycling flux but the
actual peak heat fluxes are independent due to the low level of atomic power losses.

5. Radiation

Finally the impact of radiation was assessed in a first step comparing the vacuum RMP
solution at IC = 90kAt with no impurity radiation (row 3 in table 1). Including Prad =
61.2MW yields equivalent reduction of the integral target heat flux and also of the target
particle flux. This is the result of a combined effect of the enhanced thermal transport and
the corona equilibrium model applied. In the model the radiated power Prad = Cimp ·R·n2.
The cooling rate R drops with increasing temperature and is low for the no RMP reference
temperature level of ≈ 4keV . However, application of vacuum RMP fields at full current
capability yields collapse of Te ≈ 1.2keV . Now cooling rate increases and with Prad ∝ n2,
the resulting radiation is largest at the ISB position. Hence, the parallel gradients along
the open field lines flatten and in consequence less parallel flow drive due to the parallel
pressure gradient occurs. As the divertor densities still are comparable, the ionization
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strike point without radiation (figure b) and with Prad = 61.2MW (figure c).

losses do not change. Hence, the radiation is directly equivalent to the loss of integral
particle flux. In figure 6, a comparison of the heat flux profiles with Prad = 0MW (blue
profile in figure a and upper heat flux pattern in figure b) and with Prad = 61.2MW is
shown (red profile in figure a and upper heat flux pattern in figure c). A homogenous
reduction of the heat flux values along the entire profile and along the entire pattern is
seen. This situation will change when (a) limiting the loss of thermal confinement by
a screening response and applying the corona model for high divertor densities. This is
ongoing effort based on this initial study of RMP effects including radiative power losses.
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6. Conclusion and outlook

The results of 3D fluid plasma and kinetic neutral transport modeling discussed in this
paper show that during application of RMP fields for ELM control at ITER a 3D heat
and particle flux pattern is expected inducing a preferable spreading of the heat fluxes.
A reduction of peak heat fluxes with a distribution over a large extent of the divertor
surface was found for all RMP cases studied, i.e. a vacuum RMP solution at IC = 90kAt
and 45kAt, a case with high q95 and a solution with strong plasma screening for the RMP
amplitude. This survey shows that at this medium density level with a linear recycling
divertor, the heat flux to the targets does not exceed the no RMP level. Also, the localized
particle deposition at the plasma finger target intersections is not higher than without
RMP field. However, the erosion and re-deposition situation can be significantly affected
by the 3D edge plasma structure and in particular the helical flow channels induced
[18]. Thus, the resulting divertor erosion has to be addressed. For this undertaking ERO
[22] will be used with the plasma and target flux background obtained from EMC3-Eirene.

A strong impact of the RMP fields on the particle balance was found. With vacuum
RMP field, both thermal and particle confinement are reduced significantly. Including
plasma response and limiting the inward extension of the stochastic layer by reducing the
RMP amplitude was shown to fine tune the level of thermal loss obtained. The enhanced
particle transport by direct parallel losses from inside of the unperturbed separatrix yields
a significant increase in the fueling level required. This, however, is still within the ITER
pellet fueling capabilities as 30% of the pellet fueling is required for compensation the
density pump out at highest vacuum RMP amplitude.

Disclaimer The views and opinions herein do not necessarily reflect those of F4E or
those of the ITER Organization
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